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Year 1 Learning Flyer - Term 2

English
In English this term, Year 1 will be learning about instructional 
writing and the features it needs such as bossy verbs and time 
adverbials. This will be linked to learning about Remembrance day 
and creating lots of different poppies using a range of media and 
materials. We will continue our learning of phonics, the children 
have progressed really well with their reading and writing skills.

Maths
In Maths this term, Year 1 will be learning about 
‘Addition and Subtraction’ (within 10). We will be 
learning about the addition, subtraction and equal 
symbols and write number sentences using them.
We will be learning how to use a part-whole model, 
number bonds to ten and the number fact families. 

Science
In Science this term, Year 1 will be learning 
about materials, such as wood, metal, 
plastic and glass. We will sort and classify 
objects according to the material they are 
made from. We will also learn about the 
properties of materials, such as absorbency, 
flexibility and transparency. Throughout Year 
1, we will be studying the four Seasons. We 
will be observing Winter changes this term.

History
For History this term, Year 1 will be 
learning all about Guy Fawkes and the 
gunpowder plot. We will be exploring 
this topic by putting ourselves into the 
16th century and learning about what it 
was like for Guy Fawkes growing up in 
such a difficult time. Each class will be 
making a Guy, don’t worry though, 
there will not be any gunpowder!!

RE Day
This term during our R.E day, 
we will be discussing which stories are 
special to us at this time of year and why. 
We will be focussing on the key religion 
Christianity. We will listen to stories from
Christian culture and learn about some 
of the children's own customs and traditions.

Physical Education
In P.E we will be learning about two kinds of 
activities this term. The first is ‘multi-skills’ (with a 
focus on cricket and basketball) this will involve 
catching, throwing and dribbling with control. 
The second activity is ‘dance’ (with a focus on 
developing balance, agility and coordination). We 
will also be learning  to perform different dances 
using simple movement patterns.

Computing
Year 1 we will be learning 
that decomposition means 
breaking a problem down 
into smaller parts. This will 
help the children to think 
more computationally and 
develop their understanding 
of algorithms.

This Learning Flyer shows what your child will be learning this term. 

Music
In music this term we will be focusing 
on the songs from our Nativity. The 
children are already working hard 
learning the lyrics and dance moves, 
in addition to the signing of the key 
words. Keep practising the songs at 
home (on class Dojo) and they will 
become superstars in no time.

Art
In Art this term, Year 1 will be 
learning about colour and the colour 
wheel. They will be studying the 
artist ‘Marc Chagall’ and creating 
their own Modernist Style art work!

 Personal, Social, Health 
and Economic Education
In PSHE this term, we will 
be learning about; how to 
make new friends; looking 
at our own similarities and 
differences; being special 
and unique and how we can 
celebrate these wonderful 
attributes together. 

Books we will be reading this term:

Home Learning
Remember to keep logging on to Mathletics to practise maths. 

Try to read every day and watch phonics videos on class Dojo, get your reading record signed daily to gain your reads!    

Value of the Term

RESPECT

We listen to the 
viewpoint of others. 


